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Want to create an ‘obsolete-proof’ business model? Shift from leisure to 

corporate groups! Corporate meetings and incentives remain largely ignored 
and under-tapped because agents believe they are too complex. Today I will 

convince you that they are simpler and more lucrative than leisure groups! 

You are surrounded by businesses that leverage incentive travel to reward top 

performers. These very same companies may hold annual sales meetings and 
staff retreats. All the business you will ever need to succeed is in your backyard. 

Here are 11 tips from Group Boot Camp by Stuart to get you stoked.. For a hard 
copy of these tips (and more) please visit stuartlloydcohen.com/travel-agent-

training 

 

1. Branding is simpler. Businesses may not hire ‘jack-of-all-trades’ to champion 
their meeting and incentive travel needs but they sure will hire industry 
experts. Your marketing approach (including your mantra) will be crystalized 

as you and prospects know your PURPOSE.  

2. You will no longer be responsible for sourcing and selling to the individual 

guests. The client provides you with the list of travelers. In Group Boot Camp 
by Stuart I teach you my Group Launch Sequence marketing method for 

launching leisure groups. For corporate groups, we still maximize momentum 
but the company is the primary driver. 

3. Collecting payments is simpler. The travelers don’t pay you, the company 
does. You are not responsible for chasing down deposits or final payments 

from the individuals. You will collect one check from one client! 

 

 
 

Why Corporate Meeting & 
Incentive Groups Make Big 

Sense 
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4. Incentive groups don’t travel cheap. Company meetings are rarely low 
budget. The brands chosen are high quality. Accommodations are in high 

categories – sometimes suites. Elements of convenience are always part of 
the package including transfers and entertainment. 

5. Dealing with the corporate ‘group leader’ will be more highly productive and 
efficient. This person (or team) may report directly to the president or you 

may deal directly with the top leaders. Typically you will not encounter the 
same resistance or follow up issues experienced with group leaders on the 

leisure side. 

6. Corporate group clients in general usually do not demand discounts and 

deals. In fact, they usually start off by giving you the budget. They absolutely 
will expect a high value proposition and expert service. When pitching to 

new clients, be prepared to compete against other agents. No need to 
compete on pricing. Focus on selling yourself as their best pick for the job! 

7. Expect companies to issue an RFP (request for proposal). This document will 
reveal exactly what they expect you to deliver. Your sales presentation must 

answer with precision! I reveal every element of the perfect sales pitch in 
Group Boot Camp by Stuart. 

8. You stand to earn significantly more margin than the supplier commission. 
That is because you will never again sell the off-the-shelf, bare-bones, 
stripped-down product. Instead you will create a more-inclusive package 

which also includes a generous markup. 

9. Escorting is important and you will be paid handsomely for the service. 

Convincing the group leader of your worth is easier. You are needed onsite 
to stay behind the scenes and a step ahead! The cost of your travel and fees 

are baked into the overall pricing, never as a separate fee. 
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10. Suppliers will be lined up outside your door once you commit to building a 
corporate group business. As it is lucrative for you it is lucrative for them. 

Depend on your partner brands for training, support and materials. 

11. Be ready to learn the practices and skills of a MEETING PLANNER. 

Mastering corporate business requires adding skills to your portfolio. Get 
trained! 

 

Is mastering corporate groups on your radar? Look no further than Group Boot 

Camp by Stuart to give you the tips, tools and templates to help you transition.  

Look no further than your own backyard for corporate meetings and incentives 

business! I bet that many of your best leisure clients are already involved in 
annual corporate group events. Why haven’t they told you? You haven’t asked! 

Please email or call me for helpful tips. 

 


